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Status
 Closed

Subject
Status icon in tracker edit broken

Version
19.x
20.x

Category
• Regression

Feature
Trackers
Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
drsassafras

Volunteered to solve
Benoit Roy

Lastmod by
drsassafras, Benoit Roy, luciash d' being ♂

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ☰

Related-to
• ➤ Status open - pending - close in dropdown selector is ugly

Description
While selecting the status when editing a tracker item in the modal (feature Chosen enabled), the icons do not display properly.

Expected behaviour: the same status icons used everywhere else should show there, instead of coloured square boxes.

See attached image for details.

Importance
3

Easy to solve?
Priority
27

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
6893

Created
Thursday 01 November, 2018 20:00:20 GMT-0000

LastModif
Thursday 03 January, 2019 22:07:08 GMT-0000

Comments

Benoit Roy 16 Nov 18 03:21 GMT-0000
fix in https://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/68317/

drsassafras 16 Nov 18 18:56 GMT-0000
Just tried in trunk, and does not seem to be fixed. Maybe it's not merged yet?

luciahs d' being ‍♂️ 16 Nov 18 18:58
GMT-0000
Yeah, not auto-merged yet. I tested in 19.x and it seemed to be fine there. Not for the legacy edit though (see the related task).
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square boxes instead of status icons.
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